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Abstract
We introduce a meshless finite element framework for solving light
transport problems. Traditional finite element methods use basis
functions parameterized directly on the mesh surface. The creation
of suitable parameterizations or clusterings requires pre-processing
that is difficult, error-prone, and sensitive to the quality of input ge-
ometry. The resulting light transport solutions still tend to exhibit
discontinuities, necessitating heuristic post-processing before visu-
alization. Due to these problems finite element methods are rarely
used in production.

The core idea of our approach is to use finite element basis func-
tions induced by hierarchical scattered data approximation tech-
niques. This leads to a mathematically rigorous recipe for meshless
finite element illumination computations. As a main advantage, our
approach decouples the function spaces used for solving the trans-
port equations from the representation of the scene geometry. The
resulting solutions are accurate, exhibit no spurious discontinuities,
and can be visualized directly without post-processing, while pa-
rameterization, meshing and clustering problems are avoided. The
resulting methods are furthermore easy to implement.

We demonstrate the power of our framework by describing im-
plementations of hierarchical radiosity, glossy precomputed radi-
ance transfer from distant illumination, and diffuse indirect pre-
computed transport from local light sources. Moreover, we describe
how to directly visualize the solutions on graphics hardware.

CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Color, shading, shadowing, and texture

Keywords: Global illumination, meshless finite elements, pre-
computed radiance transfer, radiosity

1 Introduction
Global illumination algorithms aim to generate realistic images of
virtual scenes by solving the rendering equation [Kajiya 1986] that
describes the transport of light within a scene. Two main variants
exist: Stochastic ray tracing techniques solve the distribution of
light as seen from viewpoints. The output is an estimate of the radi-
ance seen through the pixels of an image grid. In contrast, finite el-
ement techniques produce an approximation to the global illumina-
tion solution as a radiosity or radiance distribution function defined
on the surfaces of the scene. These functions are represented using
basis expansions in some suitable function spaces. Finite element
methods are particularly useful for precomputing operators that de-
scribe light transport in the scene; such operators allow interactive
visualization of global illumination effects from dynamic lighting
from arbitrary viewpoints. Other typical uses include precompu-
tation of fixed lighting solutions (e.g. “lightmaps”), important in
many interactive applications. The line between the two main cat-
egories is fuzzy, since stochastic computations may be employed
in a finite element framework, and finite element solutions may be
used in a ray tracing context, for example in “final gathering.”

Since the introduction of radiosity in computer graphics by Goral
et al. [1984], finite element techniques have been widely studied
in both the original diffuse context as well as in glossy settings.
Despite the theoretical beauty of hierarchical finite element tech-

Figure 1: This global illumination visualization runs 7.2 FPS at
960×720 resolution. The direct-to-indirect transport operator was
precomputed in 31 minutes for the Sibenik cathedral with Lucy and
David statues (1.2M triangles) using our meshless finite element
method. Per-pixel direct lighting was rendered using shadow maps.
The viewpoint and light source can be freely moved at runtime.

niques, their practical use has been impeded by a number of is-
sues. Most importantly, the function spaces used by most finite
element techniques for representing the radiance functions rely on
2D parameterization or clustering of the underlying scene geome-
try. This requires extensive pre-processing and high-quality input
geometry, and any function space resulting from such parameteri-
zation or clustering has unwanted discontinuities that tend to be vis-
ible in the resulting images. Additionally, both the representation
and computation of lighting are tightly coupled with the geometric
representation of the scene. Given that the versatile and popular ir-
radiance caching [Ward et al. 1988] and photon maps [Jensen 1996]
abolish this coupling, we believe that a similar decoupling may be
beneficial for finite element methods as well.

Our fundamental idea is to represent the spatial variation in the
lighting solutions using a form of multilevel scattered data approx-
imation based on point samples of the lighting. Our approach is in-
spired by the multilevel interpolation and approximation techniques
of Floater and Iske [1996] and Fasshauer [2002]. We use such a
scheme to represent lighting functions on surfaces. Our approach
defines a cascade of linear function spaces with increasing resolu-
tion. Conceptually much like wavelets, the finer spaces encode dif-
ferences with respect to the coarser ones, such that we achieve the
crucial property of numerical sparsity similarly to wavelets. The
resulting discretization of the rendering equation is mathematically
analogous to previous methods that employ function spaces defined
on piecewise 2D domains.

The main advantage of our approach is its independence of the
underlying representation of the scene geometry. The structure of
our function spaces is solely determined by the distribution of scat-
tered point samples and the associated approximation method. In
particular, we do not require 2D parameterization of the domain,
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nor grouping of the geometric input primitives at any stage. There-
fore hierarchical algorithms based on our framework can exploit
smoothness in the solution regardless of chart or cluster boundaries.
Contrary to prior finite element techniques, our solutions exhibit no
artificial discontinuities and thus require no post-processing prior to
visualization. Our general approach is applicable to any geometric
representation that allows the generation of scattered point samples,
and supports ray queries.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

• A meshless multilevel scheme to represent lighting functions
on surfaces (Section 4).

• A framework for meshless finite element methods for light
transport simulation that is based on an operator discretization
of the rendering equation (Section 5).

• Implementation of several global illumination algorithms as
examples of our general framework (Section 6).

2 Related Work
Finite Element Methods for Light Transport. Finite element
methods for light transport simulation, known in diffuse scenes as
radiosity methods, were first introduced to computer graphics by
Goral et al. [1984]. Since then, a vast amount of literature has been
published on the subject.

A naive finite element discretization of the rendering equation
leads to quadratic complexity in both time and space. Theoretically,
hierarchical techniques [Hanrahan et al. 1991; Gortler et al. 1993;
Christensen et al. 1996] manage to reduce the complexity from
quadratic to linear. These algorithms represent the lighting distribu-
tions in multiresolution function spaces, e.g., using wavelets. The
hierarchies exploit smoothness in the illumination function such
that it can be represented accurately using only a small subset of
the basis. Hierarchies can also be constructed by clustering geo-
metric primitives [Sillion 1995]. Face Cluster Radiosity [Willmott
et al. 1999] computes light transport between clusters of input faces.
In addition, it is based on vector instead of scalar irradiance. This
enables rendering of small scale surface variation without including
the detailed geometry in the simulation loop.

The accuracy of finite element methods can be increased by em-
ploying higher order basis functions [Zatz 1993]. Many methods
combine the concepts of hierarchical and higher order bases, most
elegantly using wavelets [Gortler et al. 1993]. Wavelet radiosity has
been extended by Holzschuch et al. [2000], who form the domain
of a wavelet hierarchy on a planar collection of polygons instead of
a single input face. Lecot et al. [2005] cluster the faces of complex
input meshes and parameterize them on the unit square. They then
define wavelets on the parameter square to represent lighting on the
mesh. Face Cluster Radiosity can also be combined with higher
order bases [Gobbetti et al. 2003]. However, the spatial function
bases are defined in an approximate way on the bounding boxes
surrounding the clusters.

Radiosity methods have also been generalized to include glossy
reflection in addition to purely diffuse surfaces. Sillion et al. [1991]
introduced spherical harmonics for representing the directional
variation of radiance. Christensen et al. [1996] use a four-
dimensional wavelet basis for storing spatially- and angularly-
varying radiance distributions.

Our framework allows us to derive finite element algorithms with
properties similar to the ones mentioned above, including hierar-
chical, higher order bases, and directional effects. The main dif-
ference between previous approaches and our framework is that we
construct hierarchical bases from scattered points. Our approach
does not require the construction of meshes specifically for light
transport simulation, nor the parameterization of surface patches.

Dobashi et al. [2004] presented a related algorithm for surfaces de-
fined by Surfels [Pfister et al. 2000]. While their approach is in-
deed a meshless radiosity algorithm, it has significant shortcomings
compared to our framework. First, they use the area-to-area formu-
lation of radiosity, which forces them to estimate “effective areas”
for each surface sample in an approximate fashion. Second, their
approach still couples the representation of the radiosity function
tightly with the geometric surface representation. Our framework
does not have these issues.

Precomputed Radiance Transfer. Light transport algorithms
that are based on a basis expansion of the radiance function have
also become popular in the area of precomputed radiance trans-
fer (PRT) [Sloan et al. 2002]. Initially developed using spher-
ical harmonics, there are now variations of the basic technique
based on wavelets [Ng et al. 2003], zonal harmonics [Sloan et al.
2005], Gaussians [Green et al. 2006], or spherical radial basis func-
tions [Tsai and Shih 2006]. While many PRT methods are re-
stricted to distant illumination, there are also extensions to local
light sources [Kristensen et al. 2005; Kontkanen et al. 2006]. These
methods store radiance on the surfaces, similarly to traditional ra-
diosity techniques. In fact, PRT and radiosity methods share the
same mathematical fundamentals [Lehtinen 2004]. Therefore, our
framework applies to the PRT setting as well. A noteworthy ad-
vantage of our approach is that the representation of the radiance
distribution is not tied to the discretization of the surface geometry.

Decoupling Lighting from Geometry. The concept of decou-
pling lighting from geometry has proven useful in rendering strate-
gies that are not based on finite element methods. Variants of irradi-
ance [Ward et al. 1988] and radiance caching [Krivanek et al. 2005]
compute the lighting in a sparse set of points and reconstruct the
continuous distribution using scattered data interpolation [Amidror
2002]. These caching techniques are fast and widely used in pro-
duction rendering. Photon mapping [Jensen 1996] traces ”photons”
from light sources and stores them in a spatial data structure when
they hit surfaces. The radiance at an arbitrary point can be com-
puted using density estimation from the photons in a neighbor-
hood. Density estimation requires computing the number of pho-
tons per area or volume, which can be problematic around corners
and closely spaced surfaces. Nevertheless, photon mapping is a
versatile, fast, and widely used technique.

The Lightcuts algorithm [Walter et al. 2005] computes bounded-
error estimates of irradiance hierarchically to determine the appro-
priate representation of light sources at each pixel. In their im-
age relighting technique, Hašan et al. [2006] precompute the light
transport from a scattered cloud of points in the scene into the im-
age. After evaluating direct lighting at these points, the transport
operator is hierarchically applied to yield an image with indirect
illumination. Multidimensional lightcuts [Walter et al. 2006] gen-
eralize the lightcuts approach to participating media, depth of field,
and motion blur. The technique is hierarchical w.r.t. both the point
light sources (senders) and geometry (receivers).

A crucial difference between our approach and these point-based
methods is that our points represent basis functions. Further discus-
sion about the connections is presented in Section 6.

Meshless Finite Elements. Meshless finite element methods,
also known as meshfree methods, have become popular for a wide
range of numerical simulation problems [Belytschko et al. 1996;
Liu 2002]. As a common theme, meshless approaches express
the solutions using basis functions that are constructed from non-
uniformly distributed points. This is in contrast to traditional tech-
niques that define basis functions on elements of tessellated do-
mains. Perhaps the most related to our application are recent mesh-
less methods for solving the radiative transfer equation [Hiu 2006]
in the context of heat transfer. However, in stark contrast to graph-
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ics, these methods deal with the distribution of radiation in a partic-
ipating medium with non-reflecting (black) boundaries and simple
geometries.

In the computer graphics community, meshless methods have
been applied, for example, to the simulation of fluids [Desbrun and
Cani 1996; Müller et al. 2003], deformable solids [Müller et al.
2004], fracture [Pauly et al. 2005], and mesh generation [Ohtake
et al. 2005]. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to
apply this class of numerical techniques to the rendering equation.

Floater and Iske [1996] describe a hierarchical interpolation
method for scattered data using radial basis functions. Our method
builds on their results, and on Fasshauer’s [2002] multilevel moving
least squares (MLS) [Lancaster and Salkauskas 1981] technique.
We refer the interested reader to the survey by Fasshauer [2007] for
an overview of the many flavors of meshless methods and MLS.

3 Operator Formulation of Light Transport
The rendering equation is a linear integral equation that may be
written as

L = TL+E, (1)

where L is the unknown radiance (or radiosity) distribution, T is
the transport operator, and E describes the emission of light. This
equation is infinite-dimensional in the sense that the unknown is a
function, not a finite-dimensional vector, and the transport operator
is an integral operator defined on an infinite-dimensional space of
functions. In an abstract form, a finite element discretization of
the rendering equation may be written as [Atkinson 1997; Schröder
et al. 1994]

PL = PTPL+PE. (2)

Here P is a projection operator that projects a function onto a finite-
dimensional subspace, which is spanned by a finite set of basis
functions. We note that this framework applies both to diffuse and
glossy transport, and the radiance distribution may represent either
incident or outgoing radiance. The operator PTP is in fact a fi-
nite transport matrix as the output of P lies in a finite-dimensional
space. Although the functions that result from applying T to the
basis functions do generally not lie in the same space anymore, the
subsequent application of P after T forces the result back there.
Thus, the jth column of the transport matrix is merely the vector
PTB j of projection coefficients, where B j is the jth basis function
of the approximating subspace.

In most well-founded finite element illumination techniques the
operator P is defined through least-squares (L2 or Hilbert space)
projection. This is also known as the Galerkin method. In this
work, however, we abandon the Hilbert space context. Instead we
work with operators defined through a scattered data approxima-
tion procedure. These operators produce function expansions that
approximate their argument at a set of scattered points, rather than
lying closest to the argument in the least squares sense. This type of
technique is also known as a meshless collocation method [Zhang
et al. 2000].

4 Meshless Multilevel Approximation for
Lighting Functions

In this section, we describe our technique for representing lighting
functions on the surfaces of the scene. We follow the general outline
given by Floater and Iske [1996] in their work on multilevel scat-
tered data approximation, but use Shepard approximation [Shepard
1968] instead of radial basis functions. The resulting algorithm is a
variant of Fasshauer’s multilevel approximation scheme [2002]; he
also studies the approximation properties of such bases.

We will use this technique in Section 5 for discretizing both the
radiance functions and the transport operator, and for solving the
resulting discrete rendering equation (Equation 2).

 0

 0.5

 1

Figure 2: The vertical lines and associated dashed weight functions
illustrate a sparse set of points. The respective basis functions re-
sulting from Shepard approximation are shown using bold curves.
As can be seen, the shapes of the basis functions (y-axis) adapt to
varying point density (x-axis). The functions always sum to one.

4.1 Meshless Approximation

Scattered data approximation schemes take an irregularly sampled
set of points with associated function values as input, and produce
an approximating function that is defined everywhere in the domain
as output. Although in the following we explain our approach for
scalar valued functions, it is straightforward to extend it to a vector
valued case.

Assume we have generated a number of sample points in the
vicinity of the surfaces of our scene (the exact method will be cov-
ered in Section 6.1). We group the points into distinct sets of in-
creasing density, which we call levels. We denote the points on level
i by Xi = {p j}Ni

j=Ni−1+1, i = 0, . . . ,L. Ni is the number of points on
all levels up to (and including) level i, N−1 = 0, and L is the finest
level. Notice that we enumerate the points across all levels using
a single index. The reader may think of the argument p as sim-
ply a 3D location but it is also possible to use higher-dimensional
points, such as a combination of position and normal vector (see
Section 4.2).

Suppose we want to approximate a function f (p) of surface loca-
tion p. We first construct a function F0 that approximates function
values at the points on the coarsest level using a Shepard [1968]
scheme. The Shepard approximant F0(p) at an arbitrary point p is
defined as

F0(p) =
N0

∑
j=1

f j
w j(p)

∑
N0
k=1 wk(p)

, (3)

where we denote the function value f (p j) at a point p j by f j. The
w j(p) are weight functions or kernels associated with the points.
Typically, they depend only on the distance between p j and p, and
they smoothly decrease with increasing distance. We discuss our
specific choice for these weight functions in more detail in Sec-
tion 4.2. We now define

B j(p) :=
w j(p)

∑
N0
k=1 wk(p)

, (4)

and notice that this leads to a basis expansion (see Figure 2)

F0(p) =
N0

∑
j=1

B j(p) f j, (5)

where the f j are the coefficients for the basis functions B j. By
associating a weight function w j to each sample point, we have
created a linear finite-dimensional function space.

The idea behind multilevel approximation is to progressively add
detail by introducing the points from finer levels. At the points of
each finer level, we approximate the difference between the approx-
imant from the previous levels and the function values at the new
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F0 f̃0 F2 f̃2 F4 f̃4 F6 Path traced
Figure 3: An illustration of hierarchical meshless approximation. The approximation F0 is reconstructed from the coarsest level basis
functions; the black sphere shows the support of one function. The difference images f̃0,2,4 (red denotes positive and blue negative) and
reconstructions F2,4,6 show progressive refinement towards the path traced reference image. Levels 1,3,5 have been omitted due to space
constraints. As can be seen, even the coarsest (and fastest) solutions show smooth behavior, unlike traditional finite element methods. The
coarse basis functions do leak to areas that are in shadow but the finer levels counter the effect and crisp shadows appear.

points. For example, at level i+1, our complete approximation is

Fi+1(p) = Fi(p)+ f̃i(p), with

f̃i(p) =
Ni+1

∑
j=Ni+1

B j(p)
(

f j−Fi(p j)
)
, (6)

The function f̃i is the Shepard approximant of the difference be-
tween the ith-level approximation Fi and the function values at the
points on level i + 1. We can express the approximation at level i
compactly as

Fi(p) = F0(p)+ f̃0(p)+ . . .+ f̃i−1(p). (7)

The basis functions for points on finer levels are defined analo-
gously to Equation 4, i.e.,

B j(p) :=
w j(p)

∑
Ni
k=Ni−1+1 wk(p)

, Ni−1 < j ≤ Ni. (8)

Finally, we may rewrite the multilevel scheme as a regular basis
expansion with new basis coefficients α j:

Fi(p) =
Ni

∑
j=1

α j B j(p), (9)

where the α j are defined as

α j =


f j, 0 < j ≤ N0,

f j−F0(p j), N0 < j ≤ N1,
...
f j−FL−1(p j), NL−1 < j ≤ NL.

(10)

A practical computation of the approximation coefficients α j starts
from the coarsest level, where the α j correspond to the function val-
ues f j at the points p j. On each finer level i the coefficients encode
the difference between the function values and the approximation
Fi−1 resulting from coefficients on all previous levels. As a result,
finer level coefficients tend towards zero in smooth regions. Sim-
ilarly to simple wavelet compression, the coefficients with small
absolute values may be truncated to zero. Figure 3 illustrates our
multilevel approximation.

Operator Notation We can also frame the above scattered data
approximation procedure as a linear operator P acting on a func-
tion f that is defined everywhere in the domain. Applying P to
f produces an approximation P f in the finite-dimensional func-
tion space spanned by our basis. Conceptually, the operator P may

be viewed as a series of linear functionals or “evaluation stencils”
δ j( f ) that “unroll” the dependence on coefficients from coarser lev-
els in Equation 10. Each δ j can be thought of as a function that
computes a single coefficient α j as a linear combination of point
values of f , i.e., α j = δ j( f ). Derivation of explicit formulae is
straightforward and we omit the details. The finite-dimensional ap-
proximation of f in our basis can then be written as

P f = ∑
j

δ j( f )B j. (11)

It is important to note that P is completely specified by the approx-
imation points and weight functions, and does not depend on the
function being approximated. Our P is not an exact projection. We
could make P an interpolatory projection by using singular weights
with wi(pi) = ∞, which leads to Bi(p j) = 0 whenever i 6= j. This
would enforce that (P f )(p j) = p j, and thus P2 = P. However,
interpolations are very sensitive to noise in f j, whereas approxima-
tions smooth the data slightly and are thus more forgiving visually.

4.2 Approximation Weights
In our context of light transport, the functions we want to approxi-
mate represent radiosity or radiance distributions on the surfaces of
the scene. In addition to the surface location, these functions often
depend strongly on the local surface orientation. To accommodate
these requirements, our weighting combines a spatial fall-off kernel
and a factor based on differences between normals.

Concretely, the points p j include a position x j ∈R3 on a surface
and the corresponding surface normal n j ∈ S2. Each point also car-
ries a radius r j, defined through k-nearest neighbor distance. This
implies that an arbitrary point on the surface is covered by roughly
kL basis functions when there are L levels in the hierarchy. Ideally
k is set separately for each point according to the number of natu-
ral neighbors (i.e. Delaunay neighbors) the point has. Since we do
not wish to mesh the points, we have chosen a safe value k = 10
that works well in practice. Using too small a number would lead
to lack of support in some regions, and thus visible glitches in the
resulting images. Too high a k would cause unnecessary low-pass
filtering. The weight function is defined as

w j(p) = K j(‖x− x j‖) max(0,n ·n j), (12)

with

K j(r) = K(
r
r j

), and K(r) =

{
2r3−3r2 +1, r ≤ 1,

0 r > 1.
(13)

The radially symmetric kernel K j ramps smoothly from 1 at r = 0
to 0 at distance r = r j, which implies that the corresponding basis
function has compact support. The second term gives more weight
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to points oriented similarly to p j, and in particular, the weight is
zero for points backfacing w.r.t p j.

The influence of an individual weight function is not restricted
to a single continuous surface patch. Instead, it contributes to all
surfaces that intersect its support in R3×S2. While this may sound
problematic, the finer levels will correct any leaks from coarser lev-
els as illustrated in Figure 3.

5 Meshless Light Transport
We now have everything we need to realize the PTP discretization
of the light transport operator given in Equation 2. First we will
derive a meshless multilevel variant of radiosity, and then extend it
to glossy surfaces. We describe the implementation and results of
several algorithms based on our framework in Section 6.

5.1 Meshless Diffuse Transport
This section describes a meshless discretization of the diffuse trans-
port operator. We choose to work with scalar incident irradiance
instead of outgoing radiosity, since it is generally a smoother func-
tion due to possible high-frequency surface albedo variations [Ger-
shbein et al. 1994]. Note that this choice is not dictated by our
approximation framework.

Taking the abstract form (Equation 11) of the approximation op-
erator P and expanding yields

PTP = ∑
j

δ j (TP) B j = ∑
j

δ j

(
T

[
∑
k

δk(·)Bk

])
B j

= ∑
j

δ j

(
∑
k

δk(·)(TBk)

)
B j = ∑

j
∑
k

δk(·)δ j (TBk) B j

= ∑
j
∑
k

δk(·)T jk B j, (14)

where the discretized transport operator T has entries T jk :=
δ j(TBk), which are called transport coefficients. They describe the
effect of sending a basis function Bk onto a receiving basis function
B j . The evaluation stencils δk are applied to the function being op-
erated on; this produces the coefficients for the sending basis func-
tions. Since, in principle, all basis functions are linked to all other
basis functions, this is a so-called standard operator decomposition.

Computing the coefficients T jk is simple. A single column of the
matrix consists of the approximation coefficients of the function
TBk, i.e., the irradiance cast onto the scene when basis function
Bk is the sole emitter. Concretely, the single coefficient T jk for a
receiver j on the coarsest level is computed as

T jk = (TBk)(p j) =
1
π

∫
Ω jk

Bk(r(x j,ω))ρ(r(x j,ω))bcosθcdω,

where r(x,ω) is the ray-casting function that returns the closest
point to x in direction ω , Ω jk is the solid angle subtended by the
bounding sphere of Bk as seen from p j, θ is the angle between n j
and ω , ρ is the diffuse reflectance, and b·c denotes clamp to zero
from below.

For receivers j on finer levels, we also need the coefficients of j’s
parents1 (for the same sender k) in order to perform the differencing
according to Equation 10. This implies a natural coarse-to-fine re-
finement strategy. Clearly, the computation of coefficients requires
the irradiance due to the sending basis functions only at a discrete
set of points. Since the only integrals involved are over solid an-
gles, our transport coefficients are independent of the underlying
geometric representation – we never need to integrate over the sur-
faces.

1Basis functions on coarser levels that are non-zero at p j .

The transport matrix T exhibits sparsity at the receivers anal-
ogously to operator discretizations in the usual hierarchical bases.
Where the kernel of the transport operator T is smooth, the function
TBk is smooth with the consequence that many of its approximation
coefficients are negligible. The resulting sparsity in indirect illumi-
nation is illustrated in Figure 4d. Sender sparsity is not directly visi-
ble in the form of negligible matrix entries, since our basis functions
have non-zero integrals. However, since the finer sender functions
carry details, i.e., local deviations from coarser approximations, the
refinement oracle can skip refinement of a sender when smoothness
is detected in the kernel. Analogously to wavelets, this leads to
sparse operator representations (cf. Section 6.5).

5.2 Extension to Glossy Surfaces
The operator discretization in Equation 14 can be easily extended
to capture directional variation in the radiance field. The spatially-
scattered samples in the scene will then record coefficient vectors
that define function expansions in terms of some directional ba-
sis, such as the spherical harmonics or spherical wavelets. This
amounts to approximating the radiance function in a tensor product
of a linear basis {ψi(ω)}N

i=1 for the directional variation and the
spatial basis functions defined by our scattered approximation pro-
cedure. Concretely, a function F(p,ω) of both space and direction
is approximated by

F(p,ω) = ∑
i

∑
j

αi j Bi(p)ψ j(ω). (15)

The interpretation of αi j is “the j:th directional coefficient associ-
ated with the spatial basis function Bi”. To see how to compute the
coefficients αi j in Equation 15, let us first define a directional pro-
jection operator Pψ . This operator acts on a function F(p,ω) of
space and direction. At each p it produces a vector of directional
basis coefficients that approximate the directional variation of F at
p, i.e.,

F(p,ω)≈ Pψ F = ∑
j

α j(p)ψ j(ω). (16)

The output of Pψ is thus a vector-valued function of p; the operator
discretizes only the directional variation of F by “flattening” it into
a finite-dimensional basis. To discretize also the spatial variation,
we apply our scattered approximation operator P from the previous
section to the vector-valued function Pψ f . This means computing
the directional coefficient vectors at the spatial sample points p j,
and passing each of the components of these vectors through the
scalar approximation framework described earlier.

A glossy transport operator T may be discretized using the above
projector in a way exactly analogous to Equation 14, with the basis
functions B j replaced by the tensor product basis Bi ψ j, and the
projector P replaced by PPψ . Performing the same algebra results
in the discretized transport operator T that has the entries

T(i j)(kl) := δi
(
Pψ (TBk ψl)

)
. (17)

The index j refers to the jth component of the vector Pψ (TBk ψl).
These transport coefficients describe the effect of sending the basis
function pair Bk ψl to the receiving basis function pair Bi ψ j.

It is not strictly necessary that the operator Pψ produces pro-
jection coefficients in the rigorous meaning. For instance, while
vector irradiance [Willmott et al. 1999] is not a basis projection, it
can often meaningfully describe directional variation in the lighting
incident onto a diffuse surface. Vector irradiance can be computed
from the incident illumination using a special Pψ . It is also possible
to discretize the senders and receivers using different projections
Pψ . We will exercise this freedom in our indirect PRT technique in
Section 6.5.
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a) b) c) d)
Figure 4: Michelangelo’s David. a) A meshless radiosity rendering of the statue. Note the complete absence of spurious discontinuities in the
solution. c) The indirect component of the lighting. b) and d) The corresponding sparsity visualizations. The black points indicate non-zero
coefficients, i.e., only their basis functions were touched during the radiosity simulation.

6 Applications and Results
We now demonstrate three applications of meshless light transport:
hierarchical radiosity, glossy pre-computed radiance transfer from
distant illumination, and indirect diffuse precomputed transport for
local light sources. Before diving into particular algorithms, we
will explain the point placement algorithm used in the tests, and
briefly discuss the GPU renderer that was used for visualizing the
results. All the tests were run on a PC with 2.4GHz Intel Core 2
Duo, NVIDIA GeForce 8800GTX, and 2GB of physical memory.
All images use a linear tone map, and indirect illumination has been
exaggerated for better visualization.

6.1 Point Placement

Our simple point placement algorithm uses rejection sampling to
construct a hierarchical Poisson disk distribution on the surfaces
of the triangles. Each point on the surface has an equal chance of
getting proposed.

Our Poisson disk acceptance criterion uses Euclidean distances
in R3. We modify the usual criterion so that the disk radius is scaled
by the dot product of the normals. This has the desirable effect that
two points can be arbitrarily close to each other if there is a ≥ 90
degree corner between them. The hierarchical construction begins
with an initial disk radius R. We add new points to the coarsest
level until the rejection sampler fails 1000 times in a row. Then for
each remaining level we halve R and repeat the process. Note that
the acceptance test also takes into account all the samples already
created in the coarser levels. The initial radius and the number of
levels are user-specified constants.

The point placement function is called separately for each recon-
struction group. For example, Figure 1 has three groups: the cathe-
dral, Lucy, and David. This allows us to specify a different point
density for each group, and also prevents basis functions leaking
between groups.

Additionally, we use a heuristic to deal with sub-optimally con-
structed geometry. A ray is cast from a proposed point to the direc-
tion of the normal vector. If the ray hits a backface, we conclude
that the proposed point is inside geometry and thus the point should
be rejected. Our point placement equipped with this simple heuris-
tic can handle many typical geometric problems, such as holes, dou-
ble polygons, and simple interpenetrations, but obviously cannot fix
all scenarios, e.g. heavily interpenetrating geometry. More sophis-
ticated placement methods are a potential avenue for future work.

Finally we store each level into a separate R-Tree [Guttman
1984] (basically a bounding volume hierarchy) in order to quickly
find the non-zero basis functions during light transport simulation.

6.2 GPU Renderer
Our GPU renderer visualizes the approximations directly from the
hierarchical representation. The implementation resembles earlier
GPU splatting methods, e.g., deferred splatting [Guennebaud et al.
2004] or radiance cache splatting [Gautron et al. 2005].

We utilize deferred shading, and in the first pass the geometry of
the scene is rendered into two buffers that contain the positions and
normals of the visible surfaces. Then, as optimizations, we perform
view frustum culling and occlusion queries using the nodes of the
R-Tree that hold the basis functions. The granularity of queries was
chosen so that each query represents roughly 1000 basis functions.

For each level of our hierarchical representation, all the spatial
basis functions of that level are passed to pixel shaders as quads
whose size is conservatively determined from the projection of the
function’s bounding sphere. The shaders then evaluate the weight
according Equation 12 for each covered pixel, and the weights and
weighted approximation coefficients are accumulated into separate
surfaces. The function’s depth is also conservatively estimated from
the bounding sphere, and special care needs to be taken to avoid
accidental near clipping. Whenever a bounding sphere intersects
the viewport, we render the corresponding function using a screen-
sized quad. After a level has been rendered, the accumulated co-
efficients are normalized using the accumulated weights, and the
result is added to the final image. Optionally, the surface albedos
need to be multiplied to the final image in order to convert incident
irradiance to the final color.

The overall performance of the GPU renderer is limited by the
accumulation of basis functions because the amount of overlap is
fairly high (cf. Section 4.2).

6.3 Hierarchical Radiosity Implementation
We have implemented a progressive radiosity solver using our hi-
erarchical meshless machinery. We chose a simple scalar radiosity
algorithm to make it easy to judge the quality of the results. Both
the direct and indirect lighting are represented in our hierarchical
basis. We stress that this algorithm is only one possible choice and
not dictated by our framework in any way.

The discretized radiosity equation that we solve is

Pb = PTPb+Pe ⇔ b = Tb+ e,

where b is the unknown solution and e is the basis expansion of
direct illumination, b and e are their approximation coefficient vec-
tors, and T is the discretized transport operator as defined in Sec-
tion 5.1. We solve for b by evaluating the Neumann series, i.e.,
computing the lighting bounce by bounce, starting from emission:
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1. e← approximation coefficients of direct lighting, Eq. 10
2. i0← e, b← e
3. for each bounce j = 0 to MaxBounces
4. i j+1← T i j // execute COMPUTE-BOUNCE

5. b← b+ i j+1 // accumulate j:th bounce to solution

The vectors i j denote T j e, i.e., the approximation coefficients of
the j:th bounce of light. The initial shooting stage on Line 1 emits
the direct lighting to the scene. The COMPUTE-BOUNCE procedure
on Line 4 takes the coefficients for the previous bounce as input,
and produces new coefficients. The procedure starts by gathering
the irradiance from the previous bounce onto the coarsest-level re-
ceiving basis functions (see explanation of GATHER below). The
coarse functions are pushed onto a queue, which is used for adap-
tively refining the receivers where significant variation is detected
by RECEIVER-ORACLE (explained below). The algorithm iterates
until no refinement is deemed necessary.

The procedure GATHER works by estimating the hemispherical
irradiance at the receiver by shooting a fixed number (512) of rays
into the hemisphere above the receiver. The rays are in a fixed pat-
tern drawn from a Hammersley sequence, rotated at each sample a
random angle around the normal vector. At the points where the
rays hit, we evaluate the irradiance from the basis functions using
coefficients of the previous bounce. The level at which this recon-
struction occurs is chosen adaptively by looking at the solid angles
subtended by the bounding spheres of the basis functions at the hit
point as seen from the receiver. This choice of sender level is sim-
ilar in spirit to the hierarchical Monte Carlo radiosity technique of
Bekaert et al. [1998]. The reconstruction is stopped on the earli-
est level where the average solid angle subtended by the bounding
spheres fall below a threshold εΩ.

The function RECEIVER-ORACLE determines whether or not a
receiver basis function Bk requires refinement into its children (ba-
sis functions on the next-finer level that are non-zero at pk). On
the coarsest level, the irradiance at pk is compared to the irradiance
at the neighboring (the ones that are non-zero at pk) coarse basis
functions. Variation above a threshold εE triggers refinement. On
finer levels, the refinement is triggered solely according to the mag-
nitude of the coefficient i j+1(k), i.e., a high-magnitude is estimated
to mean that there are details in the neighborhood that need to be
resolved. The thresholds used in our tests are given in Table 1.

At finer receiver levels the coefficient computation first gath-
ers irradiance at the receiver from the whole hemisphere using
GATHER. It then reconstructs an irradiance value from parent ba-
sis functions in order to be able to perform the differencing that
results in the final basis coefficient. Since the parent-child relation-
ships of our basis functions do not form a tree, this function needs
to check that the coefficients for all the parent basis functions have
been computed already. If this is not the case, the function recur-
sively computes the parent coefficients first. In the end, the newly-
computed basis function is pushed onto the refinement queue.

Results We have tested our implementation in three scenes,
shown in Figures 5 and 3. The statistics from the scenes are listed in
Table 1. The images show that our technique produces high-quality
results in scenes featuring geometry that would be difficult for tradi-
tional radiosity methods. Our method requires no pre-processing of
the statues and the cathedral, and no post-processing of the result.
Figure 3 demonstrates that our solution indeed visually converges
towards a path traced reference. Both direct and indirect lighting
are represented in our basis. As the refinement of the receivers pro-
ceeds from coarse to fine, the algorithm produces coarse solutions
in a matter of seconds, which then get progressively refined. Most
of the time (80-90%) is spent in evaluating the basis functions. In
Sibenik, the kd-tree used by the ray tracer corresponds to 70% of
the memory consumption, whereas in the more accurate David two

Figure 5: Radiosity images from two test scenes. Top: Cornell box
final image. Bottom: Sibenik final image. Middle: the correspond-
ing indirect-only images.

Figure 6: A comparison of our meshless solution (left) with face
cluster radiosity (right). Equal time (3min) was given to both al-
gorithms. The FCR image has more detail because it uses vector
irradiance instead of scalar irradiance as our implementation. How-
ever, the FCR clusters are clearly visible on the shoulder, whereas
our method does not suffer from any unwanted discontinuities.

thirds of the memory goes to storing the point hierarchy. We de-
cided to use face cluster radiosity [Willmott et al. 1999] as a com-
parison method, because it is reasonably modern and Willmott’s
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Scene #Triangles #Samples #Samples #Visibility #Hierarchy #Samples
εE εω

Timing breakdown Memory
generated gathered rays levels at coarsest Basis func. Visibility Misc Total consumptionto level evaluation rays time (s)

Sibenik 1.2M 583k 28k 19.2M 6 1595 0.04 π/10 266.9 45.8 5.6 318.3 116.3 MB
David 617k 1.6M 45k 25.9M 7 629 0.04 π/10 313.6 53.2 8.2 375.0 153.9 MB
Cornell 32 252k 10k 7.8M 6 310 0.01 π/10 65.9 3.6 2.1 71.6 19.0 MB

Table 1: Statistics from three radiosity test scenes.

implementation is publicly available2. Figure 6 shows an image
quality comparison between our method and face cluster radiosity.

Discussion Our algorithm has some similarities with point-
based methods (e.g. [Ward et al. 1988; Jensen 1996; Walter et al.
2005; Walter et al. 2006; Hašan et al. 2006]) that have no clear con-
nection to finite elements. The most significant difference between
our method and these point-based approaches is that our points rep-
resent basis functions. Therefore the lighting function is properly
defined, not just at the points, but everywhere within the support
of the basis functions. Compared to irradiance caching [Ward et al.
1988] our hierarchical refinement is based on the values of the func-
tion, whereas Ward inserts new points based on a heuristic that does
not depend on the function values. Contrary to photon mapping
[Jensen 1996] we do not need density estimation at any stage, and
thus avoid the ”boundary bias” issues. These techniques are also
not hierarchical. Multidimensional lightcuts [Walter et al. 2006] is
probably the closest to our technique in the sense that, like ours,
the technique is hierarchical with respect to both senders and re-
ceivers, and also refines according to the function values. We be-
lieve it could be useful to combine their sophisticated oracle with
our meshless finite element framework.

6.4 Glossy PRT from Distant Illumination
Precomputed radiance transfer methods, e.g. the method by Sloan
[2002], allow interactive rendering of static scenes with dynami-
cally changing, non-pointlike illumination with soft shadows and
interreflections. This is achieved by parameterizing the emission
of light in some low-dimensional linear space, and pre-computing
lighting solutions that correspond to the degrees-of-freedom of this
“emission space”. Most of these methods are in fact finite element
techniques where the rendering equation has been augmented by
an operator that accounts for the constrained emissions [Lehtinen
2004]. Hence, our framework is directly applicable to precomputed
transfer techniques.

As a proof of concept, we have implemented a meshless vari-
ant of the glossy PRT technique of Sloan et al. [2002], where a
scene is lit by low-frequency distant illumination parameterized us-
ing 25-term Spherical Harmonics. Here we make use of the glossy
operator discretization from Section 5.2. For any point on the sur-
face, its transfer matrix Tp captures the effects of occlusions, in-
terreflections and subsurface scattering on the light emitted by the
spherical harmonics. We approximate the transfer matrices in our
basis, i.e., finer levels now encode matrix differences. We lever-
age the multilevel nature of our basis by computing the transfer
matrices adaptively, much like the RECEIVER-ORACLE procedure
described in Section 6.3. We first compute matrices for the coars-
est points. Then we examine the variation between the matrices
of neighboring points; a variation in a matrix norm (we use ‖ · ‖1)
above a threshold εT triggers refinement. The refinement decision
on finer levels is based on the matrix norm of the point alone.

When rendering a frame, we compute the approximation coef-
ficients of outgoing radiance for each point (using CPU for ease
of implementation). This amounts to computing Tp l for each
point and performing the final reflection, for which we employ the

2http://www.cs.cmu.edu/∼ajw/thesis-code/

Figure 7: Left: A glossy PRT solution computed using meshless
glossy operator discretization. Right: The black dots show where
the transfer matrices were computed.

method of Kautz et al. [2002]. The coefficients that represent out-
going radiance are then fed into our GPU renderer.

Results. Figure 7a shows a glossy Buddha model in the Grace
cathedral lighting environment, rendered at 10.6 FPS in 720×960
resolution with interactive view and lighting. The model has 100k
triangles and 50k vertices. Fig. 7b shows the sample points at
which the adaptive precomputation chose to compute the transfer
matrices. εT was set to 0.7, and the total number of matrices com-
puted was 16270 (roughly one third of the number of vertices in
the model), totaling at 116 MB. The precomputation took 8min 18s
with 3 indirect bounces of lighting.

Discussion Conventional PRT techniques first compute a dense
set of transfer matrices, typically one for each vertex of a mesh, and
then compress them. In contrast, our method saves time and mem-
ory by adaptively refining the PRT solution during precomputation.
In addition, our approach is independent of the tessellation of the
meshes. It is an interesting avenue for future research to combine
our technique with advanced compression schemes, e.g., the one
proposed by Sloan et al. [2003].

6.5 Indirect Diffuse PRT for Local Light Sources
After the original radiosity technique of Goral et al. [1984], vir-
tually all finite element global illumination techniques have aban-
doned the computation of the full matrix inverse that gives the illu-
mination solution. Instead, these methods work with a known emis-
sion and an iterative solution scheme, similar to our radiosity tech-
nique in Section 6.3. However, two recent techniques [Kristensen
et al. 2005; Kontkanen et al. 2006] turn the quickly evaluated direct
lighting into indirect lighting using a precomputed operator. This
allows real-time rendering of indirect illumination in static scenes
with dynamic, local light sources and arbitrary viewpoints.

As a demonstration, we have implemented a meshless variant of
the hierarchical technique of Kontkanen et al. We compute trans-
port links that include multiple indirect bounces from sending basis
functions onto receivers, so that unit scalar incident irradiance at the
sender is turned into vector irradiance at the receiver. At runtime,
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Scene #Tris #Links #Rays Mem. Precomp. Runtime
consump. time FPS

Sibenik 1.2M 2.3M (0.5%) 234M 103 MB 31min 32s 7.2
Thinker 681k 668k (0.3%) 66M 30 MB 8min 12s 10.3

Table 2: Statistics from two indirect diffuse PRT test scenes.

the basis coefficients of direct scalar irradiance are determined by
casting rays from the light source to the sending basis functions.
Then, the precomputed transport operator is applied to these coef-
ficients by following links from the senders, and accumulating the
transported light onto the receivers. The result describes indirect il-
lumination on the scene. These coefficients are then fed to the GPU
renderer for visualization.

The precomputation stage of our algorithm is similar to that of
Kontkanen et al. First, a sparse representation of the one-bounce
operator T is computed by adaptive refinement; this step is basically
equivalent to a hierarchical radiosity method that does not know the
emission beforehand. Subsequent bounces are computed by eval-
uating the Neumann series T + T2 + T3 + . . . of the powers of the
one-bounce operator as described by Kontkanen et al.

The computation of the one-bounce operator proceeds as fol-
lows. For each coarse receiver, we compute initial links to coarse
senders using a hemispherical gather. The links are then inspected
one at a time. A refinement oracle decides whether or not the inter-
action must be refined, and at which end (sender or receiver). The
refinement then proceeds recursively. Our oracle measures both the
magnitude of the link, and the variation in the kernel function of T
over the children of both the sending and receiving basis functions,
so that deviation larger than a threshold triggers refinement. This
procedure resembles the wavelet radiosity oracle of Gortler et al.
[1993]. We limit the level onto which the senders can be refined be-
cause, after all, it is the receivers whose result is visualized directly
on screen and therefore we can get away with reduced number of
senders with little visual impact. We compute the coefficients for
the senders by averaging 10 rays to avoid binary visibility transi-
tions that would cause artifacts due to the small number of senders.

Results Table 2 gives statistics for two test scenes, Sibenik and
Thinker. Figures 1 and 8 show screenshots from interactive visu-
alization. Only 0.3–0.5% of the potential links were computed in
the precomputation step, and that explains the fast precomputation
times compared to previous methods [Kristensen et al. 2005; Kon-
tkanen et al. 2006]. The precomputation simulated three bounces of
light. The runtime memory consumption was 103 MB for the 1.2M
triangle Sibenik, and the GPU renderer ran 7.2 FPS at 960× 720
output resolution. Roughly half of the 122k basis functions were
rendered per frame. The light source and viewpoint can be freely
moved at runtime.

Discussion Our meshless approach shows all its advantages in
this application. Compared to Kristensen et al. [2005], we achieve
significantly faster precomputation by using an adaptive, hierarchi-
cal scheme, which avoids considering the link between every pair of
basis functions. Also, our method is not limited to omni-directional
light sources. While our approach is conceptually similar to the
technique of Kontkanen et al. [2006], we can handle much more
complex geometry since we do not rely on wavelet parameteriza-
tion of the surfaces of the scene. In comparison, Hašan et al. [2006]
present an image relighting technique that also precomputes direct-
to-indirect transport due to local light sources. They can produce
compelling images with complex final-bounce reflections; however,
this comes at the cost of a fixed viewpoint. Furthermore, their emis-
sion space consists of point sources (not basis functions) and they
do not utilize hierarchies in the precomputation step.

Figure 8: Screenshots from indirect diffuse PRT. Top: final and
indirect-only images from Sibenik. Bottom: final and indirect-only
from Thinker. Per-pixel direct lighting was rendered using shadow
maps.

7 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a meshless finite element framework for hierar-
chical global illumination computations, and demonstrated simple
and efficient algorithms that avoid many of the problems associated
with traditional finite element methods by decoupling lighting from
geometry. Our prototypes leave ample room for improvement and
open up a number of exciting directions for future research. We
believe that our general framework will enable the formulation of
many more, highly versatile global illumination methods. For ex-
ample, generalization to participating media should be easy.

Limitations As the supports of the coarse basis functions are
large, they may leak to unwanted locations, for example, through
a wall between adjacent rooms. The hierarchical solver will subse-
quently have to do extra work to counter the effect. Also, the sur-
faces should have consistently oriented normal vectors (e.g. no ran-
dom flipping of triangles), because we use normals in our weighting
functions. Furthermore, our smooth basis functions cannot exactly
represent sharp discontinuities. While the normal term in Equa-
tion 12 handles sharp corners in geometry, other discontinuities
such as sharp shadow boundaries may occasionally be problematic.
The approximation correctly adapts to such boundaries, but can still
exhibit some ringing artifacts as the finer basis functions cannot
exactly counter the coarse functions leaking over the discontinu-
ity. It could be possible to enhance our approximation procedure
with techniques that better obey discontinuities, e.g., bilateral fil-
tering [Tomasi and Manduchi 1998]. However, a realistic applica-
tion would probably render direct lighting using other methods and
represent only the smooth indirect component of illumination in our
basis – a common separation in all kinds of illumination algorithms.

Future Work Our weighting functions are simple and reason-
ably general, but we believe that it would be possible to define im-
proved functions with smarter approximation behavior. Currently,
the functions are radially symmetric. It would be interesting to in-
vestigate functions with anisotropic support that better follow the
surface geometry.

Our proof-of-concept point placement could be further im-
proved. For example, for scenes that have a lot of (disjoint) small-
scale detail, such as plants or pebbles, the placement of points
should not be restricted to surfaces. At least the points on coarser
levels could be offset from the surface to better utilize coherence.
We currently generate all points in a preprocess. Generating ad-
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ditional points on demand could be useful for refining the lighting
function in areas with high frequencies, such as shadow boundaries.

Our current GPU renderer visualizes the hierarchical represen-
tations directly. This approach would allow a straightforward im-
plementation of adaptive level-of-detail rendering of the lighting. If
that freedom is not desired, the runtime performance could be im-
proved by abandoning the hierarchical representation after the ap-
proximation coefficients have been computed. One would keep the
same set of points but flatten the hierarchy so that each point would
store the function values instead of differences. Alternatively, the
lighting could be easily resampled to textures, for instance.
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